12 Myths of
Problem Solving
That block Service Management and DevOps teams from being
effective problem solvers.
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1. Most of our Incidents are TOO
COMPLEX for these techniques!
We get this “excuse” a lot of times when workshop participants are attending our
IT Root Cause Analysis workshops. I get it! It is difficult to try something new
when everybody else is watching; especially if it is a Priority 1 incident. The reason
why this is happening is that problems and incidents are presenting themselves at a
higher level and it then does sound very complex. For instance, real life examples
such as; “servers not communicating or Internet banking slow” all involve the
customer and there is pressure to solve this immediately.
Take the example of “Servers not communicating” and as stated it could be highly
complex, but this is where the KEPNERandFOURIE® advanced technical
troubleshooting techniques kick in. When you know what you are looking for and
you have specific worked questions within a customized template it makes the
incident investigation so much easier and less complex.
With this example we quickly reduced the
complexity inherent in this statement, because
we knew we had to find a much more specific
“object with one fault”. The “devil lies in the
detail” is very true and we had to get there.
When we reduced this initial statement to
“Data Packets not arriving at receiving servers”
we ended up with something very specific and
workable, which only had three possible
reasons of how it could have occurred.
Needless to say, with the incident detailed at
this level the team found the answer
immediately.
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This drive for a specific level of specificity frames

We typically spend a lot of

the incident into a “lower order” type of problem

time with Service Desks,

with a heightened level of understanding of “what

Incident Managers and

happened”. This always leads to a simplistic and

Support SMEs on how to

single-minded investigation approach. It is

approach this type of thinking;

normally a much more understandable Incident

coaching them to slightly alter

Statement and quickly leads SMEs to theories of

their existing incident

what could have happened.

restoration scripts for a more
effective problem solving
practice.
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2. What has Rudyard Kipling got
to do with IT Incident
Investigation success?
Rudyard Kipling lived more than 150 years ago and he used his “six honest men” as
the basis for describing incidents and problem situations most accurately. Here is
his quote; “I keep six honest serving men (they taught me all I knew); their names
are What and Why and When and How and Where and Who.” Today we recognize
this as the factor analysis elements for investigating an incident.
Kipling introduced a robust factor analysis framework for problem solving
purposes. Not many investigators are using this method today, because they are
immediately getting involved in the “content” of the deviation. This normally leads
to “trial and error” replications and investigations costing the company lots of time,
money and resources. Just think about how much time a scarce SME is spending
daily in meetings where they have endless discussions without any significant
outcome.

5
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We simply use these factor analysis elements in the following framework order:

Ø What happened? – We look at WHAT is the object and fault, WHO is affected,
WHERE it is happening and WHEN it happened. Once we have the specific
information that answers these questions we are in a very good position to
execute an incident restoration. As strange and as impossible it might sound,
having the answers to these questions would enable you to use SME intuition
to generate and implement an effective restoration of a critical service.

Ø How it happened? – We look at the “how” by interpreting the other factors
above in terms of the incident that took place. We suggest looking at the flipside
of the factor’s coin. We have generated the factual data around the questions of
WHAT, WHO, WHERE, and WHEN and now we are going to look at the
BUT NOT side of the incident (coin). We simply ask the question “what it
could be, but is not; where but is not; when but is not and who could have been
affected but is not?” This discipline will lead us to the Technical Cause. We will
be able to determine what happened technically that broke the camel’s back.

Ø Why it happened? – We look at the both the WHAT and HOW described
above to generate theories that could explain WHY the incident happened in
the first place. This would normally be the “curious contrast” between the IS
and the BUT NOT that would provide the SME with an insight to enable
them to theorize the most probable Root Cause.

6
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3. Minimal data actually equates
to more data?
Less data actually means more data! One of
the most obvious mistakes we sometimes
make is to expect to do a thorough analysis

What really happens are the following:

Ø An incident is reported and the

of incident data to come to a conclusion. In

discussion is all around the impact

doing a thorough analysis everything is

and then the SME’s are asked to

suspect and all support areas are asked to

suggest actions. This leads to

check their systems. This “brainstorming”

various “trial and error”

approach would capture certain relevant

replications.

data but also irrelevant data. Now it is a
case of too much data causing confusion!
How do we suggest doing it then?
The ideal is to have very specific worked
questions within a framework or template
and once you’ve worked through all the
steps you will have an answer. This means
that your incident investigation staff should
be systematic and have the robust discipline
of working through a thinking process from
left to right. Easier said than done.

Ø Many times more and more people
are added to the bridge with more
discussions and more actions,
seemingly going in circles.

Ø Follow-up meetings are planned
and executed discussing the fallout from these actions, just to
decide on follow-up actions with
more trial and error efforts.

Ø Sometimes the team is lucky and
they get to an answer fairly quickly,
but more than 20% of the time this
vicious circle of discussions and
subsequent actions can take
forever.
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So, how do we follow an approach suggested above? Have a systematic roadmap to
follow, which everyone is familiar. Get over the “impact discussion” as soon as possible
and in a disciplined way determine the OBJECT and FAULT. Use the minimalistic
approach of looking at the factor analysis elements and get the factual data for the actual
fault in terms of “Who affected, where, when it started and frequency” of the fault? The
next step is now to ring fence that data, by asking what it could have been BUT it is
NOT so in this case. This would tell us what the problem is and what it is not!
In most cases where we helped a client to get to the bottom of an incident we did not use
more than 10 pieces of cryptic data. It is like a military drill executed according to a
robust procedure/process and having the discipline to follow the planned execution
diligently.
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4. You need to get to the 4th level
of data to improve your chances of
solving an incident quickly and
correctly
In the ITIL v3 and even v4 they tell you what to do when addressing Incident and
Problem Management. ITIL does not tell or show “how” to do it. However, they
do refer to the four levels of wisdom, which is spot-on for solving incidents and
problems. In incident analysis there are at least four levels of data. Level one is
stating the facts as it is and that is the “data” level. Not easy to solve incidents on this
level with factual data only. The ease of problem solving increases with the level of
data being used. The next level is “information”, the third level is “knowledge” and
the forth level “intelligence or wisdom”.
So, now the question is how do we get to the other levels? We suggest you look at
the following questioning techniques to get to the other levels. Here they are in
order from left to right, using the example above:

9

1st - Data

2nd – Information

3rd – Knowledge

4th - Wisdom

IS

BUT NOT

WHY (NOT)

POSSIBLE
CAUSES

What is the
OBJECT &
FAULT? What is
unique about
WHO, WHERE
and WHEN?

What could it be
BUT is NOT? The
same for the WHO,
WHERE and
WHEN.

WHY this
OBJECT and
FAULT and not
others? WHY these
USERS, WHY this
LOCATION, and
WHY this
TIMING?
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HOW could the
WHY (NOT)
element explain
what triggered the
incident?
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Ø Data Level – Ask: “Which website do we have a problem with?” (IS Question).
The answer would be “ABC”. This is pure factual data and not that helpful in
finding the answer.

Ø Information Level – Ask: “If it is the ABC website we are having a problem
with, which other websites on the same LAN could have had the same problem
but did not?” (BUT NOT Question). The answer would be “The Mango and
E-Xpress sites”. The SME would find this intriguing, because they are on the
same LAN and that does not make sense.

Ø Knowledge Level – Ask: “Why do we have a problem with the ABC website
and not the other ones?” (WHY or WHY NOT Question) The challenge for
the Networks SME is now to find a plausible explanation or expert guess why
that could be possible.

Ø Wisdom Level – Ask: “As the SME how do you think the fact that the ABC site
“has a set of unique proxy rules” could have caused the incident?” (Possible
Cause Question)

This systematic thinking approach with worked questions coupled with a
disciplined use of a template could leverage the in-house content
knowledge drastically.

10
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5. “The devil lies in the detail” and
therefore we need to go there!
In more than 95% of cases where we

Let’s illustrate this with an example.

personally got involved with helping a

The most common occurrence is the

client to solve a vexing problem/incident

infamous fault of “SLOW”. In trying to

we found that the reason why they could

get more specific we normally want to

not solve the incident themselves was

know what they mean by “slow”. Does it

because they were too general in the

take too long to open a page, or is it the

description of the fault. The “devil lies in

“NEXT” button needs to be pushed

the detail” and therefore we need to get

more than once or is it a case of the

there ourselves to get the true path of

screen eventually freezing? I think you

events and interpret that into a plausible

would agree that each of these

answer.

possibilities could have a different
answer, right?
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The incident investigation practice is subjected to many possible pitfalls in specificity that
could delay a team to get to the correct answer quickly, accurately and permanently. Let’s
look at a few of these:

Ø General terms – Respondents in an investigation deal with faults such as; not
working, failing, dead, fallen over, and not responding just to mention a few. These
descriptions are reflecting an “end stage” or a consequence of the fault and is not the
fault at all. Your team need to develop certain questions they could ask to move away
from these supposed faults. Questions such as “what happened that is not supposed
to happen?” or “what is supposed to happen but it did not?”.

Ø Vague responses – Answers such as “it is happening to everybody, it is happening
everywhere and it is happening all the time” is a clear sign that the team does not
know the answers.

Ø General questions – When you ask a general question you are going to get a general
answer, which is not helping the team to get to the bottom of an incident. Working
with investigation teams I’ve heard questions such as “is your system green or have
you guys changed anything over the weekend?” The answer in almost all cases would
be “yes or no” and does not give you anything more to work on and useless.

So, the obvious answer is to have a systematic approach that would ensure your
OBJECT and FAULT components are very specific and then broken down into
specific worked questions within a factor analysis framework. A question such as
“Tell me what would explain a connection to drop for the ABC website, but not
for the other websites on the same LAN?”, would improve your chances
significantly and move you towards the answer quickly and efficiently.
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6. A “curious contrast” will ensure
you find answers quickly – first
time every time!
“That does not make sense; it is weird!” These are the comments you want to hear
when facilitating a vexing problem situation, because when an informed SME
utters these words you know you are going to help the team to solve this situation!
You only hear these kind of comments when an SME looks at something, when
compared to a similar thing and shakes her head in astonishment and asks “how is
this possible?”
In most incident cases the “curious contrast” does not magically presents itself and it
would be up to the investigation team to “engineer” a curious contrast with the data
that they have to their disposal.
When I was trained by Chuck Kepner in a German motor manufacturing company,
he kept on saying to me “Matt all you have to do is to find something that does not
make sense! Let’s say you are using two different colors of markers from the same
batch and same manufacturer. The red marker is going dry prematurely and the
black marker goes for much longer and that is also the one you use the most. Now
that does not make sense and simply it is weird. At that moment you realize, you are
on to something…

13
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The way to do that is to ensure to have comparable data to the problem data. We
normally do that by asking a simple well worked question in a factor analysis
framework. The framework consists of the WHAT, WHO, WHERE, and WHEN
factors and we use a “BUT NOT” question to engineer the curious contrast. The well
worked question would be like the following:

Ø What other OBJECT could have had the same fault, but does not?
Ø What similar faults could you have had with the object, but you do not?
Ø Which users could have experienced the same fault but they did not?
Ø When could this fault have happened for the first time, but it did not?
Do you see what we are trying to show you? When you ask the above
questions you need to be specific and accurate in your answers. Someone
could say that they are seeing the fault globally, but when you ask the BUT
NOT question (where could you have seen this fault happening, but it does
not?) the answer might come from a surprising source. However, they are
adamant that it is not happening in Asia and your team is astounded by the
fact that all areas have access to this same website, but the Asians are not
affected. That is weird and that does not make sense! Bingo!

14
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7. Ask the RIGHT question from
the RIGHT person to get to the
RIGHT answer!
Normally when we do join a team to help

Both of these concerns are fair, but

them to use our KEPNERandFOURIE

when you understand the subtle

thinking approaches effectively we usually

difference between asking “process

get one of the following two comments:

based” questions versus “content

Ø In your approach for incident

based” questions, you will understand
how this difference is leading the

restoration we did not do any data

problem solver on a different path. All

investigation and analysis”. How can

the process questions are worked into

we trust the answer we found if it is not

a factor analysis framework

supported by a thorough data analysis?

specifically designed for

or

problem/incident investigation
situations. Let me explain…

Ø We walk into the meeting and we are
presented with a heap of data that were
collected up to this point. The
comment then normally is something
like “the problem lies somewhere in that
collected data, we just have to find it”.

Process questions follow a specific
problem solving path that would
expose relevant facts about the
incident in a logical discovery way.
There is no random discussion about
facts, but rather following a
framework plan going from
identifying the fault correctly and
then describing that same fault in
terms of WHAT happened, to
WHOM it happened, WHERE it
happened, and WHEN it happened.
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These questions are all geared towards what already happened, because we are only
looking at historical data. So, it is a matter of asking the above questions such as; what
specifically happened, who are the users being affected, where are these users that are
affected, when did this happen to them for the first time and what is the frequency of the
occurrences. If you are asking these questions to the most appropriate information
sources they should be able to give you a straight answer without any analysis of data at
all.
However, when the team cannot answer any of these questions that is when they want to
do a “deep dive” into the data to extract an exact answer. It always surprised me how
when we changed the people around the table we normally get to the answer within 4560 minutes and how that is different to the days they took to get nowhere.
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8. If a team could not solve a
problem; the person with the
information was not invited!
When we get involved with a team on an Incident Bridge we normally walk into a
situation where the members are debating the exact impact of the incident in a
random way and sometimes also taking them away from the relevant facts at hand.
My mentor and teacher, Chuck Kepner always said that when you get involved
with a team and they were already at it for some time, you can bet your bottom
dollar they are not asking the right questions and they are not asking the right
information sources. You see, an incident is something that happened; it is history
and therefore someone has the answer and you just have to find that person or invite
them to the meeting.
We sometimes get the impression that virtually everybody is invited and they are
discussing any possible detail hoping to stumble upon the key issue causing the
incident, when in all reality all it is doing is to “mix” relevant data with “irrelevant
data” and then confusing most of the team members and not getting anywhere and
leading to goose chases.

17
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We suggest following a minimalistic
approach by asking only certain

This person’s answer immediately

questions to certain people that would

got the team to look at back-up

have the best chance to answer your

times and found that the overnight

questions factually and accurately. Here

backup cycle starts at that exact

is an example I am remembering very

time. It just happened to be

well. This team had been at it for three

getting to a critical volume level on

days with an issue where a specific

Monday. The key was that nobody

software was freezing. Unfortunately, it

asked the person working with the

started to happen on a “Monday

appropriate software and they

morning” and the focus was exclusively

were not asking the right question

on what has changed over the weekend.

from the right person to get the

However, I insisted to speak to the

right answer.

person working with the software
directly and ask for a time that would
state the exact minute it started. He
came back with 2.29am on Monday
morning.
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9. You cannot solve effects as well
as you can resolve causes
Were you ever successful in trying to resolve an effect such as “scope creep”, “vendor
issues” or even more softer issues such as “lack of accountability”? It is difficult,
because all the examples cited are effects and effects are so much more difficult to
resolve than solving the underlying reasons of the same issues.
Still, every time I get involved with a problem solving team I am amazed how they
end up highlighting a specific issue as the main issue to be resolved and it is an
effect. The fact is that it is most difficult to “control” an effect, but so easy to fix the
underlying reason (cause) of that same effect. I know why that is, it is because the
effect is the thing that is making an impact on you and your company and you need
to get stuck into it to resolve it.
We suggest problem
solvers get themselves in a

accountant is so difficult about this

very specific frame of mind

issue?

and that is to always

Ø Why are we having scope creep all the

question the underlying

time? Surely there must be something

issues of an effect they are

wrong?

experiencing. There is
nothing wrong in asking
“why?” We should get into
the habit of asking
ourselves and asking
everyone else why they
think we are experiencing
this issue right now. Ask:

19

Ø Why am I thinking it is that the
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Ø What are the underlying reasons for
having scope creep in this project?

Ø Why do we have a vendor issue,

especially if it is the only vendor you are
having a problem with?

Ø What are the underlying reasons for
experiencing an accountability
problem?
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In one of my last projects we had a major issue with conflict between stakeholders and
my team was contemplating keeping them away from each other. However, when we
asked “why” we had this conflict problem we discovered the conflict was essentially about
unclear specifications. They all agreed to the specifications, but what we did not realize is
that due to the specificity issue they had different interpretations of the final outcomes.
We conducted a full group “alignment” exercise, which took a whole two days, but
needless to say we “solved” many future issues and the conflict died down immediately.
So, do not be afraid to ask the “why” question. It might seem stupid to you or other
people, but you will have a much easier time resolving issues standing in your way of
achieving your project deliverables.
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10. If you feel your boss is wrong –
ask him/her a question?
One of the challenges of an incident manager is dealing with different
personalities during the incident investigation life cycle. In this life cycle many
individuals are prepared to share their opinions with you and might even insist
you try some of their suggestions. However, what do you do when you are in a
face to face incident bridge and your boss insists she knows the answer to this
particular incident? You are not so sure about that and in fact you know she is
wrong, but how do you tell her without bruising any egos? Ask her a very well
phrased question! Let me explain what I mean by means of an example…
One evening you arrive after dark at your home and as you enter your home you
flick the light switch, but nothing happens. What do you do now? Immediately
you are thinking that it must be one of three things; it is either the switch circuit
breaker, the light bulb or even a general power outage. Immediately you look
around to see if lights are out around you in the neighborhood, because if it is a
general outage the other lights should be out as well, right? So, this is a good
question to ask. All the lights outside are on and you realize it is now either the
circuit of the bulb. So, what do you do to determine which one might be the
correct reasoning? You reason that if it is the bulb then the next light must work
and you go to the next switch and flick it. This light does come on and you know
what happened. The other bulb blew and you need to simply replace it.
We have taken that same logic and reasoning you were doing with the light bulb
and adopted that for the formal incident investigation approach. Now the
question we are asking sounds like the following; “If what you are saying
(suggested cause) is true then how does that explain we have a problem with this
fault and not a problem with other similar faults?
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Let’s imagine you have a problem with a specific website’s (ABC) tendency to “kickoff”
users while working on a specific application. You have various websites on the same
LAN and ABC is the only one doing it. Your boss has a theory and she is convinced
the proxy is the problem, because people worked on the proxy over the weekend.
What if you ask, “Sally if it was the proxy how would it explain we have a problem
with the ABC website only and not the other websites as well – aren’t they all using
the same proxy?”
She would realize the error of her logic without losing face or she could have
a highly plausible answer in which case you are being educated, again
without losing face even in the presence of other colleagues.

Now you know that you need to find the reason for this anomaly and you would most
probably also find the answer to the incident.

22
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11. What does “Implementation
success” got to do with alignment
of stakeholders?
Alignment, alignment and alignment should be a daily war cry by IT professionals.
We have found that every hour spent doing active alignment exercises between
stakeholders would save at least 10 hours of disagreement, conflict and
disappointment. This has been proven over and over with countless re-do exercises
in aligning stakeholder expectations and action plan synchronizations.
I don’t think we give enough credit to collaboration efforts and the role it is playing
in implementation success. Almost always one of the major reasons for
implementation failure is the fact that a specific important person was not asked for
their inputs into the decision to be implemented.
Imagine you have to make a decision that
would impact all your colleagues, and more
importantly would need their active
participation during implementation to make
the decision successful. If you ask your
immediate superior, your cross-silo colleagues,
direct reports and even some of your customers
if they have something to contribute to the
decision requirements they would always
without fail tell you “yes”. They would even go
as far to tell you that they would like to be
included in the meetings and might even have
suggestions they would like you to consider.

23
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Considering the inputs from all these stakeholders would demonstrate to them
that their inputs are important and you are looking for an all-inclusive decision.
You have one of two choices:

1.

You can make a brilliant decision and have all kinds of problems with
implementation and even have a failure on your hands. Or

2.

You can make a lesser brilliant decision, but have buy-in from all your
stakeholders that would do everything in their power to make the
implementation work and register a successful initiative.

Here are some of the alignment that needs to be done on an ongoing basis:

Ø Alignment of Project Scope requirements
Ø Alignment of decision requirements for a new solution
Ø Design solution requirements
When stakeholders are aligned on the above they will have “skin in the
game” and will provide resources and commitment to reach the anticipated
end result.

24
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12. “Alignment” is the most basic
building block for creating
understanding
It is just outstanding how easy it becomes to solve problems and make decisions
when all the stakeholders are on the same page. The single most important reason
for project/decision failure is that most of the stakeholders were not aligned from
the outset. It is normally the different expectations that would kill the chances of
having a successful implementation.
We suggest a small adjustment in how you normally approach problems and
decisions by doing the following:

1.

Always identify from the outset who would be impacted by the situation or
who has a vested interest in the situation. Some people call it “skin in the
game”, which is a good mental picture to have in your mind. It is highly
frustrating when a seemingly unimportant security person stops you at the
entrance and refuse you entry because you do not have the correct credentials
to enter.

2.

Get them all on the same page by clarifying the exact problem to be worked on
or clarifying the exact decision that is needed. Normally when decision makers
prepare for a meeting they subconsciously make decisions, which would put
them on a different page and thus a different purpose. This is normally the first
critical alignment.
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3.

The next alignment exercise is to allow all the stakeholders to contribute to the
results they would like to achieve, problems they want to see removed and
risks they would like to avoid. This is done through a brainstorming exercise
and important not to alienate anybody at this stage.

4.

Once everybody had their say you should perform a consensus exercise by
getting all the stakeholders to agree on each and every one of the Key
Requirements extracted from the brainstorm list. This way you have
agreement on each key requirement. At the end you are welcome to align all
the expectations even further by asking “If we find a way to achieve all the key
requirements, would that solve the problem for you?” You can even go as far as
getting all the stakeholders to agree on a weighting between 1-10 for each listed
key requirement.

I personally have been involved in many sessions for my clients where I was
warned that there is going to be major infighting taking place. As a matter of
habit I will follow the procedure above and never had any infighting on a
major scale. Maybe some disagreement with a minor piece of detail, which
normally got resolved quickly and allowed us to move on quickly. Doing the
above would ensure harmonious collaboration and joint accountability for
what is needed to be done.
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